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Cognitive semantics meet literary semiotics 

Determinants of homo- and hetero-social intimacy in heroising saga literature 

A variety of intimate social relationships are featured in Old Icelandic saga literature. Among 

those are named relations such as fóstri (“fostering of a child”), fóstbraðralag (“sworn brother-

hood”) and those without explicit terminology such as fellowship between courtly and/or Viking 

aristocrats. 

However, the parameters of those relations seem to vary or be vague. In what situation what 

determinants ruled intimate social relationships have not yet been established. Considering the 

state of research, the following questions arise: 

1. What types of intimate social relationships can be found in heroising saga literature? 

2. What personal and situational determinants rule the engagement of these relationships 

as well as their way of progression and their (possible) dissolution? 

3. What development do these relationships undergo trough the continuing “Europeaniza-

tion” of Iceland through Norway during the late middle ages? 

To answer those questions, cognitive linguistic theory of semantics is combined with textual 

analysis. In terms of cognitive semantics intimate social relationships can be understood as con-

cepts. These concepts gain their meaning through their relation to superordinate concepts, 

called bases or domains. The subordinate concepts are called profile concepts. They profile 

against their bases, correlating semantic dimensions or domains. 

In example, a profile concept could be SWORN BROTHERHOOD. The determinants of that in-

timate social relationship (e.g. age, sex, gender, rank, power) form the domains of the concept’s 

frame (e.g. AGE, SEX, GENDER etc.). The individual settings of values in regard to these domains 

form the concept’s bases (e.g. “young of age” – AGE, “male” – SEX, “prince” – RANK etc.). 

The various relationships found in the corpus also entail various modes of interactions. A 

prince marries a princess or takes them as a concubine, receives help in combat by sworn broth-

ers or foster-parents but has to help befriended kings. Entailed to these courses of action are 

various subsequent actions such as whether (and if yes when) to ask a king for his daughter’s 

hand and whether the princess herself has to agree or not. These courses of action can be recon-

structed as scripts including the determinants which “decide” which route the individual rela-

tionship takes. By this the riddling foster-parentage of troll women and Vikings, which often 

threaten to end in sexual relations, could be explained. 

Through comparison of the individual frames of the analyzed examples, types of relationships 

can be established, by grouping the individual frames by prototypical similarity and deducing 

what bases/values determine the script the relationship starts off (e.g. marriage, help in combat, 

advice, education). 

Since the narrative turn reached Old Norse studies, both historical sciences as well as literary 

sciences found new interest in the rather “fantastic” and “non-historic” sagas of the late middle 

ages, known as indigenous Riddarasǫgur and Fornaldarsǫgur Norðurlanda. The fictional worlds 

of these sagas are considered being playgrounds for the presentation and critical discussion of 

their contemporary norms and values. This makes them a preferable source for analyzing the 

cultural concepts found in them. 


